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Cybernetic Witch Cult announce long awaited first vinyl release and October UK tour with
Ritual King
“...with more fuzz than a shipping container full of dead bunnies.... For those of us whose tastes are
refined enough to appreciate a decent slab of psychedelic space doom then look no further, the
Mother Ship has landed.”- Octopus Reviews on Troglodithic trip

Cornwall’s Spaced out Stoner/Sludge Trio, Cybernetic Witch Cult’s 2017 album ‘Trogolodithic Trip’ is
finally available on Vinyl.
Featuring 6 tracks of fuzzed out grooving doom, Cybernetic Witch Cult have used this opportunity to
rejuvenate some old fan favorites from the band’s early days, with an older, wiser Alex Wyld delivering
fresh performances that bring the older tracks in line with the brand new material, and new drummer
Lewis May tying things together with a cohesive approach to the newer tracks.
“When we tracked this record back in january, I felt like it was my job to take ownership of the parts,
drum wise. It was an interesting exercise in terms of trying to make Troglodithic trip feel like an album
we’d worked on together all at once. I think that we achieved that, but also think that this album paints
a kind of road map for the band, where we’ve come from and where we’re going. For me that’s the
most compelling thing about it”
New tracks ‘Cult of the Druid’ and ‘Sagittarius A*’ have become live mainstays and firm fan favorites,
with equally popular music videos available.
Check out the video for Sagittarius A* here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHOQZPvfIpU
Originally released on CD and Digital platforms in May ‘17, the self released album has been
remastered for vinyl and is available on “12 gatefold, with updated liner notes and additional lyrics.

Cybernetic Witch Cult have a UK headline tour planned for October in support of the new release,
with support from the fantastic Manchester based heavy blues trio Ritual King.
As well as bringing their most recent album to vinyl, the band also spent october holed up at crows
nest studio with Sam Thredder recording their follow up effort, and select tracks from this as yet
untitled album will be showcased alongside the support for the new vinyl.
“We’re all very excited to take this tour out on the road. With the new line up solidified and the
upcoming album in the bag, this is going to be the first tour where all eras of the band’s music will be
on display, there’s songs we haven’t played in over a year, alongside songs we’ve never played on
stage before. It’s going to be our most diverse and exciting show yet.”
Whether you’re completely new to Cybernetic Witch Cult or if you’ve been with them since the start,
this tour is not to be missed.
The tour dates are as follows:
18/10 - Exeter - The Cavern
19/10 - Bridgewater - Cobblestones

20/10 - Newport - Le Pub
21/10 - Birmingham - Hammer & Anvil
22/10 - Portsmouth - Edge of
the Wedge*
25/10 - Southampton - The
Hobbit*
26/10 - Sailsbury - The
Winchester Gate
27/10 - London - The Dev
31/10 - Newquay - Whiskers*
09/11 - Plymouth - The
Junction*
(*CWC only)
You can order the Troglodithic
Trip Remastered Gatefold Vinyl
directly from Bandcamp.
Alternatively, the original
version is still available as a
Digipack CD and Digital
release, all from the link below.
https://cyberneticwitchcult.band
camp.com/album/troglodithictrip

